Underground stations and transportation depots

The Facts
•

High escalator dust levels are a cause of frequent false alarms

•

There are 1.265 billion annual passengers on the London Underground every year, making mass
evacuations a key safety concern*

•

Four fires have occurred in the Channel Tunnel**

•

A rise in terrorism has increased fire risks and raised passenger evacuation frequency in underground
stations**
*Transport for London **Urban Transport Agenda **

Why FAAST Works So Well

The Results

Unlike other ASD systems, FAAST™ Fire Alarm
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Enhanced reliability and false alarm
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Simplified MODBUS safety system                    
Flexible remote monitoring, configuration and
diagnostics maximise uptime

reliability and false alarm immunity.
•

Fire Examples

Optimal detection 24/7 with no downtime

London Bridge Underground Station evacuation

31 killed in King’s Cross Underground Station fire

December 2014

November 1987

A fire originating in a basement in the London Bridge
Underground Station, resulted in a full evacuation
and closure, causing long delays.

31 people were killed and over 100 injured after a wooden escalator caught
fire, leading to major fire safety reforms in underground station fire safety.
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The Challenges of Fire Protection in This Environment
High dust levels – caused by brakes and high passenger numbers – create considerable false alarm issues
for most fire detectors used in underground stations and transportation depots. Added to this are the effects
of environmental fluctuation, which can also cause false alarms. Each such incident must be investigated
thoroughly and can result in unnecessary station evacuations and lengthily service disruptions, costing
millions of pounds in lost revenue every year. System reliability is key, as is the need for effective remote
configuration/monitoring/diagnostics, seamless safety system integration and
simplified ongoing maintenance.

The Requirements
• Immunity to dust and particulate stimulated false alarms
•  Identify potential fire events quickly and implement
counter measures
•  Minimise device maintenance regimes to maximise
uptime and reliability
•  Easy integration via MODBUS into a safety management
system
•  Intelligent full remote monitoring, configuration and
diagnostic capabilities

Proven Technologies and Advanced Design Features
•

Unique three-stage filtration and advanced dual-optical analysis for
highest reliability smoke detection and dust particulate rejection

•

Flexible remote configuration, monitoring and diagnostics: Internet/IP

      connectivity and status updates via email/smart phone/mobile device
•

Direct MODBUS connectivity, enabling seamless integration with
safety systems

•

Smoke detection down to invisible concentrations (0.0015% obs/m2),
provides more time to implement counter measures
and safe evacuations

•

Simplified and cost-effective ongoing maintenance

Contact Us
For further information and design support, please contact
Felix Heck on Tel: +49 151 18965125 /
Email: felix.heck@honeywell.com or visit www.faast-detection.com
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